
BBC Learning clip: Act 3 – In Court (part 2)

Covering themes of: relationships, signs of verbal and non-verbal consent, intimacy.

1. IDEAS FOR USE IN CLASS

In BBC Learning clip Act 3 – In Court (part 2) Tom is being questioned by the prosecution 
solicitor who focuses on the signals of consent.

Recap on the definition of consent (explained in Handout 2 ‘A summary of the law on  
sexual consent’) and ask students what age they think Gemma is and if she is in a position 
to give consent freely. 

Students could explore the idea further. Did Tom deliberately exploit Gemma’s vulnerability 
to suit his needs? Do you think they would have behaved differently if they had not been 
drinking? 

Consider Gemma’s actions. Was she taking responsibility for her own safety allowing Tom to  
sleep on the sofa bed with her? What do students imagine Gemma was thinking? How and 
what was Gemma feeling? 

Focus on Gemma’s body language. Can students identify signs which indicated Gemma 
was not comfortable with the situation?  What could Gemma have said or done to stay 
safe?

If Gemma had wanted to have sexual relations with Tom, how would her behaviour have 
been different?  In what ways might Gemma have made her voice heard when she  
realised that her actions had been misinterpreted? At what point could Gemma have  
prevented the situation from escalating any further?

Did Tom ensure consent was given by Gemma, and that she had the freedom and  
capacity to give her consent?  

Introduce the concept of ‘victim blaming’ when a victim of assault is blamed for the  
choices they made and for putting themselves at risk.  It is a tactic used to move the blame 
away from the perpetrator.  What reasons did Tom offer when defending his actions in 
court?
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2. KEY QUESTIONS

 • Did Gemma indicate that she wanted Tom to go further after he had kissed 
   her?

 • Could Tom accurately assess whether Gemma was giving her consent? Can 
   you explain why?

 • Was the oral sex consensual?

 • How did Tom try to justify his actions? 

3. SOURCES OF HELP

• Sex Education Forum
 http://www.sexeducationforum.org.uk/schools

• The Crown Prosecution Service
 http://www.cps.gov.uk/ legal/p_to_r/rape_and_sexual_offences/ 
 consent/#a03


